
 

 
 

 

Sue is a senior business advisor, an experienced sounding board and 
problem-solver who helps you work through challenges and provides 
coaching with just-in-time learning when and where you need it. You’ll 
achieve Individual accountability through a powerful online system to 
capture strategies and actions to keep you on track. All of these 
elements work together to support you in adopting a cohesive 
approach to problem-solving and strategy development that benefits 
your business in measurable, lasting ways. 

 
Beyond LTM 

 

Do you want to continue your growth as an effective leader and gain 
momentum in implementing what you learned in the Dale Carnegie 
Leadership Training for Managers program? Beyond LTM supports 
you in using what you’ve just learned and aligning your actions with 
goals in a real-world context.  
 
A powerful program open only to those who have completed the Dale Carnegie LTM course, 
Beyond LTM is a joint effort of Dale Carnegie of Georgia and Accountable For Change that 
combines resources from both companies, ensuring your successful transfer of the LTM processes 
to the workplace.  Beyond LTM gives you everything you need to put your business strategies into 
action and make change a reality. 
 
Whether leadership is a new role or one you’ve been perfecting for decades, Beyond LTM provides 
the right blend of coaching, planning, implementation support and business skills development. 
Through a thorough, hands-on transformational process, you will incorporate what you learned in the 
LTM for maximum impact in your personal and professional life.  
 
Accountable For Change makes businesses better by asking where are they now and where do they 
want to be, and then helps them figure out the best and most effective way to get there. In Beyond 
LTM, we build on the strategies and resources of your LTM program, working directly with you as 
you make the changes necessary to create a more profitable and productive business.  

 
Put LTM theory into action and make a meaningful difference in your business by taking the next 
step: Beyond LTM. Contact Sue Groszkiewicz, sueg@accountableforchange.com to learn more 
about the Beyond LTM Program. 
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